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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results. [For Mayoral Only] As Mayor, what will your process be in
vetting and selecting your staff and Cabinet leadership?
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?


	Candidate information
	Secondary contact information: (If you prefer that CBA direct scheduling inquiries to someone other than the candidate, check here __.)
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Blank Page

	Text1: My education, career and life experiences have provided the opportunity, exposure and resources to create positive change in the lives of others. My 30 year career with The Home Depot Inc. exposed me to world class leadership and culture that put people first and delivered record breaking results.  This people oriented leadership allowed me to lead large diverse teams to solve business problems and transform business units.  Following my retirement in 2016 I established real estate company and a non profit to address the issues of community redevelopment and homlessness.  The Launch Pad Foundaion provides homeless single mothers and their families transitional housing and wrap around services to usher them into sustainable living.Durng this journey, I have faced the issues that are plaguing our city. Crime, economic instability, social justice,  affordable housing and a lack of authentic transparent leadership are at the core of our challenges. My leadership style and ability to achieve collaborative results makes me the fresh face of leadership our city deserves.  People supporting my campaign efforts include Ross Mason, Frank Blake, Rev. Richard Bright, Boyd Bailey and Ms. Veronica Little.  This group includes a Chairman of the Board of Directors, a venture philanthropist, local clergy and a senior citizen who works slong side me distributing food in the community.  These supporters represent the cross sections of people that make up our city great.  They have seen my compassion and drive to serve those around me and my conviction to do the right thing.  We need leadership that represents all of Atlanta, leadership that can bring Atlanta together.  This is what I am about and why I am running.
	Text4: Service delivery is a passion of mine.  Ensuring that the right leaders are in place is crucial.  Evaluating the bandwith and fit for department level leaders is required.  Open candid conversations about performance levels and ample resouces being available will be done quickly. Setting proper expectations for service delivery going forward with scheduled feedback and follow up sessions will reveal if there are people or process opportunities. I will relentlessly pursue excellence in service delivery for the citizens of our city. People who may have been promoted above their ability to perform will be given the opportunity to receive additional training, reassignment with a gameplan to prepare them for future opportunities.   
	Text5:  The primary drivers of this movement are crime and a lack of confidence in City leadership. Citizens deserve a responsive city government that they can trust. As mayor my job is to earn the trust of the citizens of Buckhead.. Crime is a problem for everyone, In fact crime anywhere is a threat everywhere, because crime travels.  Conducting town halls to hear the concerns and frustrations of the citizens of Buckhead would be my first step.  I would ask for a 90 day timeframe to revisit the conversations.  Improving city services would be low hanging fruit, getting to the root of criminal activity may take a bit longer but it will be accomplished. We need Buckhead to remain in the city and Buckhead needs to feel safe and confident in the leadership of the city.  These are reasonable expectations that will be met in my administration.
	Text6: We have to be careful not to overtax and drive people and business away from the city.  We need to continue to attract companies and their employees to our city. We are currently at the top of sales tax ranking among major cites in our region.  To continue to invest in infrustructure. I support SPLOT taxes that are voted on and for specific projects and durations.  The other option that has worked well for us is issuing bonds.  These two levers should be pragmatically used to guide the growth of our city.
	Text7:  The public trust is a priviledge that must be earned and maintained.  Leadership is responsible for setting the tone and the example of fidelity. As mayor I would set the tone by communicating the core values of my administration which include trust and integrity.  All cabinet members and department heads would be required to attend ethics and transparency training and then teach the class to their departments.  I will support a transparency and ethics hotline for city employees or citizens to report suspected violations of the code of ethics.
	Text8: Public safety reform should center around providing officers additional training in de-escalation and what it means to serve and protect.  During their police academy training prospective officers should be exposed to the community through volunteer projects.  Helping with community garden projects, school or park playgrounds will help provide connectivity to the community.  This initial step of serving the community places officers in a better position to protect the community when the need arises.
Providing policing alternatives sounds good and I support it in theory, however many times non threatening, non violent situations suddenly turn violent.  Placing representitives who have not been fully trained to deal with these scenarios in dangerous, even life threatening situations. 
I would like to see a fully staffed police force have oficers rotate from regular beat duty to diversion shifts in rotation.  This provides fully trained officers to respond to non threatening calls with the intent of de-escalating the situation or provideing access to needed services.
	Text9: Providing policing alternatives sounds good and I support it in theory, however many times non threatening, non violent situations suddenly turn violent.  Placing representitives who have not been fully trained to deal with these scenarios in dangerous, even life threatening situations. 
I would like to see a fully staffed police force have oficers rotate from regular beat duty to diversion shifts in rotation.  This provides fully trained officers to respond to non threatening calls with the intent of de-escalating the situation or provideing access to needed services.  

These diversion officers would be regular officers that are funded from the public safety budget.  Criteria for measuring the effectiveness of the officer and the program would be estalshed by collaboration with Community, Human Services and the Chief of Police.  
	Text10: The City of Atlanta must remain keenly focused on economic development to remain competitive.  Drawing top tier companies and providing small business and start ups the footing they need must remain top of mind for city leadership.  We must continue to leverage Invest Atlanta as well as public/ private partneships to create the right incentives.  We need to revamp our approach to education and vocational skills proficiency to improve the labor pool outside of college graduates.
	Text11: Economic mobility has been terrible for underserved black and brown residents.  In the city the birthed the Civil Rights Movement, one would think this would be impossible.  I could talk for a long time on this subject but I will keep it short.  My administration will work with Atlanta Public schools to support their efforts to engage at risk communities around literacy for Pre - K to elementary school children, math and science focus for middle schoolers with an introduction to college or career path.  Every high school student should have a vision for applying their passion towards their future.
Resources like the Discovery Center for Junior achievement and the Main Street program should be expanded to reach more youth and entreprenures in at risk areas. The city must also move away from it's past of mismanagement of workforce development resources. The initiative with Atlanta Metropolitain is encouraging but there is alot of ground to cover to mkae the impact needed.

Wealth is acquired generationally, typically from investments in real estate and businesses. These are not quick fix opportunities but require consistent focus on programs and or access to information and capitol over extended periodsof time.  With the constant change of mayoral administrations every four or eight years, it will require support form the established business community to make this a priority.  The focus cannot continue to be placed on a select few familiies or institutions but rather, equally accessable to all.      
	Text13: Getting a handle on the root causes of violent crime and bolstering our police force to the required levels is key to ushering swift economic recovery. Being ground engaged where criminal behavior begins to spark and providing resources and opportunities will avert the flames of youth crime.As a part of my comprehensive public safety plan, my administration will leverage the parks and recreation department, partnerships with PAL and the YMCA to create constructive diversions for teens to avoid the pathways to violence.


Key segments of the economy have been impacted by the pandemic, especially hospitality, tourism and restaurants.  As we move closer to a return to normal business/leisure travel and conventions, the perception around crime and public safety will play a large role in how fast our economy recovers. In addition to adressing the roots and fruit of criminal behavior, I will leverage resources to assit the convention and vsitors bureau in securing business for the city.  We will need to convince convention hosts that we not only have the infrastructure but the environment to host great events.

Assisting small businesses attract and retain front line workers will also be a focus of my administration.  As I discussed associate retention before, small businesses may need assistance creating the right balance of incentives and environment to attract and retain a motivated workforce. Conventions and hotels must be staffed to accomodate the increase in business. Workforce development will be a key aspect of achieving full economic recovery.  
	Text14: 
Afforable housing progress seems to have been limited to Mayor Bottom's focus on 20K units by 2026.  We have to have developers who are bought in on the value of affordable housing, not on a compliance basis but on a way of doing business basis.  Far too many developers opt to pay the penalties in lieu of making affordable units available.  The city must engage the developer community to find common ground with as many as possible and understand the hesitancy to fully embrace affordable units. The city must be willing to provide support and incentives in line with developer expectations.  The city must also leverage all city owned land that is conducive to housing.
	Text15: The City has began to put programs in place to protect legacy homeowners from being displaced due to rising property taxes. This focus should be expanded.  In terms of renters facing potential eviction, the city has partnered with The United Way and other organizations to provide relief to renters.  These measures are temporary but needed to protect the viabilty of landlords and renters alike. In conjuction with federal relief programs, these initiatives provide the short term solution until the economy can reboot to its pre covid capacity.
	Text16:  The More Marta program will have long lasting impact on the effectiveness of transit in our city. The mayor must work collaboratively with state and MARTA officials to ensure that proper priority is given to projects that impact citizens.  I would recommend that perspective board members be vetted by the city council and the business community to ensure proper representation.
	Text17: Infrastructure projects are tyically very labor intensive and time consuming, even when completed on schedule.  Properly vetting contractors and their ability to complete the project on time is needed. Certain large scale projects should consider performance bonds to ensure on time completion. The city should fully leverage federal and state dollars to support project completions regardless of which political party is in office.

	Text18: Sustainability is vital to the future of our city as a destination for new residents and businesses.  To absorb the growth that is coming we must continue to invest in sustainability at the individual and corporate level.  I'm particularly proud and excited about the work that has been done with the Bellwood Quarry and Westside Park project.  Creatng an emergency water supply and perseving the soon to be largest park in the city are tremendous accomplishments.  The work for clean water preservation must continue.  We cannot take for granted that we live in a positve water state.  
	Text2: 
1. Public Safety is on all of our minds. The first and obvious answer to to increase the size of our police force back to two thousand plus officers. This is a component of the solution but not the complete answer.  As mayor I will install leadership that will recruit and retain our police officers.  It costs over $100K to recruit and train a police officer.  When we lose that officr after two or three years, we have not received our return on investment.  As a Home Depot manager, associate turnover was a constant threat to my business.  If I was paying $12 per hour, an associate could leave and go to Target and make $13 per hour.  In order to retain a motived workforce I had to create an environment that peole wanted to be apart of.  I had to invest in listiening to my associates to find innovative ways to help them meet their goals.  This type of leadership addresses everthing including the work environment, equipment and opportunities for advancement.  I have a detailed plan to transform officer retention for our police department.  A fully staffed and motivated police force will prepare us to handle the fruit of criminal behavior. We cannot simply arrest our way out of our situation, we must invest our way to greater public safety.
The roots of criminal behavior must also be addressed to have a comprehensive impact crime. 

2. The Economy has been impacted by the pandemic, especially hospitality and tourism.  As we move closer to a return to normal business/leisure travel and conventions, the perception around crime and public safety will play a large role in how fast our economy recovers. In addition to adressing the roots and fruit of criminal behavior, I will leverage resources to assit the convention and vsitors bureau in securing business for the city.  We will need to convince convention hosts that we not only have the infrastructure but the environment to host great events.
Assisting small businesses attract and retain front line workers will also be a focus of my administration.  As I discussed associate retention before, small businesses may need assistance creating the right balance of incentives and environment to attract and retain a motivated workforce. Conventions and hotels must be staffed to accomodate the increase in business. Workforce development will be a key aspect of achieving full economic recovery.  

3. Income inequality negatively impacts housing, diminishes hope and increases crime in our city. Being born into poverty should not be a life sentence.  Unfortunately the departments established to provide hope for unskilled at risk residents have too often failed them.  The scandal and mismanagement of the Atlanta Workforce Development Agency has left hundreds if not thousands of willing workers without the skills to compete for a better life in our city. The constant rift between the mayors office and the Superintendant of Atlanta Public Schools has also left the most vulnerable of our city without the full benefit of collaborative vocational trainng.  As mayor I will work hand in hand with the Superintendant for the advancement of opportunity for young people.    
	Text 3: My leadership style can be described as motivational and collaborative.  I believe that everyone on the team must contribute to the sucess of the whole.  I challenge leaders to work cross functionally to assist and learn from their peers.  I typically give assignments or set expectations that cannot be achieved by a  leader working alone or within thier own team.  I focus on how results are achieved and are they sustainable. I will be the mayor that walks through city departments unannouced to see how service delivery is done. These visits are not punitive and my hopes are always to find people doing the right thing, the right way.  On the spot recognition for team members found delivering expectonal service is highly motivational.  These results are shared in my staff meetings with the leadership team.

Individuals serving at the Cabinet level should be of the highest caliber in the state.  Assembling potential members of my team is an ongoing process. I make it a focus to observe people who are exceptional at what they do and value integrity.  I often inquire about them and follow their career paths. Pulling from this list of leaders will provide the base or referrals for key positions. I will also leverage referrals from organizations like Leadership Georgia, The Metro Atlanta Chamber and Leadership Atlanta as well as other local and state leaders.







 


